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1. Asymmetric key cryptography is also called ----

     	      hybrid

     	      asymmatic

     	--->> crytography

     	      encryption

2. Fuel-powered tools are usually operated with ----

     	      water

     	      petrol

     	      kerozine

     	--->> gassoline

3. An ISP is often refered to in law as a ----

     	      security carrier

     	--->> common carrier

     	      network carrier

     	      transmitter

4. The council of ---- have developed cuber crime legislation

     	      Africa

     	      Asia

     	      Arabic

     	--->> Europe

5. Encryption is an effective techniques for managing document ----

     	      Decryption
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     	--->> Access

     	      Cyncription

     	      Symmetric

6. Adobe acrobat supports ---- digital signatures enable recipients to verify the ---- of an 
electronic document

     	--->> integrity

     	      parity

     	      content

     	      Source

7. Six criteria for effective protection of electronic document includes: confidentiality, 
integrity, accountability, authorization, non-repudiation and ----

     	      originally

     	      proof

     	      signature

     	--->> authenticity

8. Power actuated tools operate like a loaded gun and must be treated with extreme ----

     	--->> Caustion

     	      Neumatic

     	      Liquid

     	      Power

9. Employees using electric tools must be aware of several ----

     	--->> dangers

     	      benefits

     	      tools

     	      guards

10. Keep work areas well ---- when operating electric tools
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     	      cleaned

     	      dry

     	--->> lighted

     	      corrected
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